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It is necessary to make the discussion about the legal functions of the people 
procuratorial power and recearch for the questions and the reforms of procuratorate 
because the supervisional function of the procuratorate is important and needed to be 
developed. The conclusion can be made that the power of the procuratorate origins 
from national power. At all, the power of the procuratorate influnts the legal rights the 
personal citizens in everyone political lifes actually and directly. The criminal suit 
law′s new changes in international justical practice have happened. The criminal suit 
law is related with the legal couse of dealing with the punishment and the rights of the 
civil people. In the past, some good academin ideas are alreadily put forward in the 
meetings of academic communications. As a whole, the basic principality of the 
people procuratorate is the idea of supervision that means prosecuting the offence and 
obeying the law strictly. 
Chapter one is to discuss about that the people procuratorial power is one of 
national powers and origins from the people committee. The work of the 
procuratoriate does not completely meet the quest of the law provisions and these 
artificial questions should be concerned because these questions influent the dignity of 
the law badly. We must pay more attention to these problems are free from the 
concern of many people but in the fulfillment they have actually the direct power 
which influent the national organs and the rights of people deeply. We ought to carry 
on more investigations perhaps about perfecting the procuratorate then look for the 
more implement methods. 
Chapter two is to discuss about that in the course of the perfect of the law, much 
of work should be done by the public prosecutors who probably come from the 
colleges and firstly they will face the handling of the cases in their jobs. Some leaders 
may put their ideas upon the cases to influent these young public prosecutors badly 
and the needed objectionable suggestions ought to be done reasonablly by these 
young public prosecutors. Except that the public prosecutors are one part of the legal 
sole of the social supervisions. The range of our research should include these aspects 














members do not strictly constitute to the quest of the law provisions and their 
behaviors on breaking the law have not been punished actually. The principal meaning 
of the crime suit is the mainpoint which is researched for a long time. 
Chapter three is to discuss about that how to supervise the procuratoratial power 
becomes a hot topic in the procuratoratial work and we ought to do our best to 
research for the law and some good means of making the people obey the law strictly 
should be made into the regulations of the law in the future. At the same time, the 
results in the judicatory action are not so good that the role of the procuratorate does 
not consist to the request of the law. It is accepted that there are some differencies in 
the sole of the people supervors and many good suggestions to perfect them are 
writted and discussed in the academic articles. 
Chapter four is to discuss about that one of the powerful funtions of the 
procuratorate is to put the national law into fact and to punish criminal offence strictly 
according to the law so we ought to think about how to develop the function of the 
procuratorate from all aspects in order to make it better. In the general legal 
fulfillment, many national organs may ofen show their suggestions about the cases to 
the procuratorate and those suggestions are not all right. How to deal with these 
suggestions by law? 
Chapter five is to discuss about that we need to distinct the differences between 
the criminal law and the criminal policy clearly.  
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